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To demonstrate where Theorem 1 would potentially have the most benefit,
we built 48 graphs with a 2-separation between a pair of random biconnected
graphs of equal size and computed the Tutte polynomial on a 3.2 GHz Intel
Core i7 computer with 64 GB RAM. Shown below are the ten slowest times.
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Timings (in seconds) for random graphs with n vertices and m edges using SHARC and
ModSHARC orderings.
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The first two columns are timings using ModSHARC, one version using only
degrees to calculate the vertex score, the other using a combination of degrees
and cycle lengths. The last column uses the SHARC ordering as implemented
in the current TuttePolynomial function in Maple.
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will pick the one with the lowest average score. We call this new ordering ModSHARC.
Evaluate as floating-point

We implemented the new ordering scheme in Maple, and computed the Tutte
polynomial of 200 random biconnected graphs for each pair n, m (number of
vertices/edges) in the table below. The data was collected in 8 batches of 25
graphs (simultaneously run unless indicated by parentheses) on a 2 x 8 core
2.2/3.0 GHz Intel Xeon computer with 64 GB RAM.
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ith fastest time

Timings (in seconds) of biconnected graphs with a 2-separation
(H, K) where |V (H)| = |V (K)| = 32, |E(H)| = |E(K)| = 54.
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